ASADA EVENING TALK
“ロボット三題噺 ～ロボカップ、知能共創システム、そしてロボシティコア～“

Speaker: Professor Minoru ASADA Ph.D.
Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University / JST ERATO ASADA PROJECT

Date/Time: November 29 (Monday) 6:00pm-8:00pm
Place: San Francisco State University, Downtown Campus
835 Market Street, San Francisco CA 94103
Cost: $10

Where does intelligence come from?
Understanding human and robot intelligence

Supported by:
Consulate General of Japan in San Francisco
JETRO San Francisco
JSPS San Francisco
JUNBA (Japanese University Network in the Bay Area)
Kanrin Maru 150th Anniversary Committee

Contact To:
Osaka University San Francisco Center
100 Montgomery St Suite 1270
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415)296-8561
info@osaka-u-sf.org
http://www.osaka-u-sf.org